How-To:

Cite an article from

GALE VIRTUAL REFERENCE LIBRARY
(GVRL)

Citing a GVRL article is easy once you know how to find the information you need.

GVRL is a ‘Database’ and is always cited as ‘Reference Source.’ Reference sources are usually encyclopedias that have separate articles in them. *(Do not cite a GVRL article as a book.)*

1. Identify the citation elements you will need to put into your NoodleTools citation.

![Diagram of GVRL article citation process]
2. Say where it came from – Database – and what it is – Reference Source

3. Use the pull-down menu to pick the right RD Database, like this:
4. Get the ‘Bookmark URL’ by clicking the ‘Bookmark’ icon, like this:

5. The next page shows what the NoodleTools worksheet for this source should look like.
Citing:

Reference Source

Quick site: Copy & paste a citation
Import: ISBN

Print Website Database E-book File Electronic Media Microform

Print publication information provided E-publication (born digital)

* Name of the database:
- Gala Virtual Reference Library
- My library's databases:
- Gala Virtual Reference Library

URL:
[http://go.galegroup.com/ps/i.do?id=S0R8sws-8swu=riverds_ea8rv=-2.1&c=GALE%7C131309014S&aos](http://go.galegroup.com/ps/i.do?id=S0R8sws-8swu=riverds_ea8rv=-2.1&c=GALE%7C131309014S&aos)

Most recent date of access [today]:

November 21 2016

Article/Entry

Authors of article/entry:

Role First name Middle name Last name or group Suffix

Add another contributor

Article/entry title:
Greek Mythology

Pages:
454 464
Start end

Reference Source

Contributors to the reference source as a whole:

Role First name Middle name Last name or group Suffix

Add another contributor

* Type of reference source:
Encyclopedia

* Title of encyclopedia:
UXL Encyclopedia of World Mythology

Volumes:

Publishers Years
UXL 2009

Publication city (if needed):
Detroit

Edition:
6. And here is your completed citation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Media Type</th>
<th>Citation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Note: This is a copy of a preformatted citation.